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Opening Quote..

“ Scientist discovers that which exists.  An 

engineer creates that which never was” 

- Theodore von Karman (1881-1963)



Remark..

 “People enjoy what technology can do 

for them while often ignoring what it can 

do to them”
- Edward Wenk



Defining Engineering

 Engineering is that profession in which
knowledge of the mathematical and natural
sciences gained by study, experience, and
practice is applied with judgment to develop
ways to utilize, economically, the materials
and forces of nature for the benefit of
mankind. (ABET, 1992)

 Engineering is the professional art of
applying science to the optimum conversion
of the resources of nature to the uses of
humankind. (Encyclopedia Britannica)



Engineering Skills Essentials for

Competitive Graduates

 Strong technical capability

 Skills in communication and persuasion

 Ability to lead and work effectively as a member of a team

 Understanding of the non-technical forces that profoundly 
influence engineering decisions

 Commitment to lifelong learning

 Skills in design and project management

 Multidisciplinary



What Engineers Do?

 Design products.

 Design Plants in which those products are made.

 Design the systems that ensure the quality and efficiency of the 
manufacturing process.

 Design, plan and supervise the construction of buildings, highways, 
transit systems.

 Develop and implement ways to extract, process and use raw 
materials such as petroleum and natural gas.

 Harness the power of the sun, and wind to satisfy the nations 
power needs



Various Roles …

 As An analyst

 As A designer

 As An Innovator

 As An integrator

 As A social catalyst



What is a Profession

 Requires specialized and highly skilled knowledge

 Requires academic training

 Requires examination of competence

 Function of professional work is vital to society

 Professionals enjoy higher social status

 Professionals must perform under a standard of 
professional behavior that requires adherence to 
the highest principles of legal and ethical conduct

 Requires Continuing education to keep current 
with rapidly changing technology.



Engineering as a Humanity

 Is Engineering more like Natural Science or 
more like a field of studies in the 
Humanities?

 Engineering is intimately connected to the 
humanities because it is the application of 
scientific theory to solve certain problems 
ofhumanity—namely it’s need for technology

 Engineering as Liberal Arts !



Intrinsic Nature of Engineering
The Narrow Definition

 Engineering is the application of scientific and mathematical 
principles to practical ends such as the design, manufacture, 
and operation of efficient and economic structures, machines, 
processes, and systems

 Engineering is the science and art of efficient dealing with 
materials and forces ... it involves the most economic design 
and execution ... assuring, when properly performed, the 
most advantageous combination of accuracy, safety, durability, 
speed, simplicity, efficiency, and economy possible for the 
conditions of design and service.

 Engineering is the practical application of science to 
commerce  



Intrinsic Nature of Engineering

The Broad Definition 

 The engineer is the key figure in the material 
progress of the world. It is his engineering that 
makes a reality of the potential value of science 
by translating scientific knowledge into tools, 
resources, energy and labor to bring them into 
the service of man ... To make contributions of 
this kind the engineer requires the imagination to 
visualize the needs of society and to appreciate 
what is possible as well as the technological and 
broad social…understanding to bring his vision to 
reality



Intrinsic Nature of Engineering

The Broad Definition : Focus on the key words 

 material progress of the world….. service of 

man .... ……the needs of society ….broad 

social….understanding



Engineering and Ethics

 If we accept these definitions of engineering, it is
crucial to realize the centrality of ethical
concerns at the core of the engineering
enterprise

 Concern for social well being and humanity are
part of the very definition of engineering

 Assuming the intellectual rigor of these
definitions, the need of ethics in engineering is
nothing superfluous or added, but it is the
essence of the engineering profession



Rationales for Social Responsibility 

of Engineers
IE(I) Code of Ethics

 We the Corporate Members of The Institution of Engineers (India) 
are committed to promote and practice the profession of 
engineering for the common good of the community bearing in 
mind the following concerns: 

 Concern for ethical standard; 

 Concern for social justice, social order and human rights; 

 Concern for protection of the environment; 

 Concern for sustainable development; 

 Public safety and tranquillity. 



Benefits for being Professional 

Engineers
 Job satisfaction 

 Variety of career opportunities

 Challenging work 

 Intellectual development 

 Benefit society 

 Financial Security 

 Prestige 

 Professional environment

 Technological and scientific discovery

 Creative Thinking



Present Scenario in Consulting 

Engineering Services

 India is a developing country, the key to growing at a higher 
rate lies in the ability to create world-class infrastructure. 
Infrastructure development has contributed lot in GDP 
growth of India. Now Indian consulting companies and 
professionals have gained rich experience using latest 
technology. 

 Indian consulting companies are now actively participating in 
third world countries including African sub-continent, South 
east Asia and other part of world. Indian consulting 
companies have observed more fast growth in other 
countries during last one decade. Our biggest strength will 
remain experienced professional manpower ready to take 
challenge in any part of world.



Challenges for Indian Consulting 

Organizations
Keeping in mind the difference of the domestic market in India 

with respect to compete with the global market, the major 

challenges Indian Consultants usually face in India are:

 Competition  and differentiation

- The biggest challenges for the Indian consulting firms is to compete

with the global players in the market. There is need for Indian
consultancy sectors to define their socialization and differentiate
themselves for their competitors

 Adoption of New Organizational design

- With increasing globalization of consulting firms, Indian consultancy 

sectors need to adopt new organizational design that best suit their 
contexts and identities 



Conclusion….

 The Consulting Industry in India is growing
at fast pace and soaring new heights all
across the world. This time, it is required to
make an action plan to exploit the
tremendous potential available for growth of
consulting market. Also, there is a need to
strengthen the framework of Indian
consulting industry by embracing innovation,
nurturing talent, improving the quality of
consulting service, and enhancing consulting
skills.
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